Van Heusen Woman looks chic in SS09 collection
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*Indigo and white and fuchsia and black collection plays an interesting role in her wardrobe*

**In a holiday mood : Indigo and white collection**
This season, Van Heusen Woman’s indigo and white collection reflects a light holiday mood. The silhouettes are relaxed that combine organic fabrics and linens.

Tops, shirts and knits are in lightweight and airy fabrics, to offset the Indian summer. Faux denim in cotton and linen feature in bottoms.

**The signature look : Van Heusen’s fuchsia and black collection**
The fuchsia and black collection explores a play of contrasts in tones of pink, blacks and grays.

Bold stripes and colour blocking has a good mix of both regular formals and fashion formals.

**Van Heusen Woman’s formal collections**
Van Heusen Woman looks stunning in her black ‘n’ white and blue ‘n’ gray collections.

The khaki and beige collection is inspired by the safari, a design trend that's quite the rage this season, softening the severe stiff look.

The bold red and white come together in an unabashed collection that can breeze through a formal corporate do and a chilled out luncheon.

All in all, the Van Heusen Woman's going to be spoilt for choice.

Prince ranges for shirts Rs. 1395/- onwards, trousers Rs. 1295/- onwards, suits Rs. 4995/- and dresses Rs. 1995/- onwards.

**Van Heusen Woman available at**

Flagship showrooms:
New Delhi: E-6/7, Connaught Place, Ph: 43582681; Select Citywalk, Saket, Ph: 42658320.
Mumbai: Infinity Mall, Lokhandwala, Ph: 26396748, Inorbit Mall, Malad, Ph: 67410888,

**Also at Van Heusen exclusives stores:**
Ahmedabad: C G Road Ph: 32946754. Iskcon Mall, Ph: 40026535.
Bangalore: 100 Ft Road, Indira Nagar, Ph: Ph 42115478, Jayanagar 4th Block, Ph: 41749411, Commercial Street, Ph: 25594677, Brigade Road, Ph: 25585994, Garuda Mall, Ph: 41531022.
Chennai: Rk Salai Ph: 43526024 Nh Road, Ph: 42137977; Citi Centre Ph: 28477771.
Chandigarh: Sector-17-E, Ph: 5089303.
Gurgaon: Dlf Citi Center, Ph: 4067911.
Hyderabad: Banjara Hills, Ph: 23554904.
Kolkata: South City Mall Ph: 40072201.
Lucknow: Hazratganj, Ph: 4073150.
Mysore: Devraj Urs Road Ph: 4262771.
New Delhi South Extn Ii Ph: 41647925, C Block Connaught Place Ph: 41513981; Westgate Mall Ph: 45508033.
Noida: Great India Place - 1st Floor, Ph: 4232861.
Pune: J M Road Ph: 25511014, Nucleus Mall (Camp) Ph: 26054155, Mg Road Ph: 26053280.
Guwahati: Cube, Gs Road, Ph: 2347000.
Mumbai: Oberoi Mall, Goregaon, Ph: 28422385, Inorbit Mall, Vashi, Ph: 65279931.

And select stores of: Planet Fashion, Lifestyle, Central, Shoppers' Stop